
• Text to speech system generates voice from text input automatically.

• One approach is to use computer program and evaluate the synthesized speech acoustic 
features objectively.

• Another way to evaluate the quality subjectively is to collect Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 
from subjects.

• Previously, a physiological approach was conducted using EEG to predict speech quality[3].
• This approach used full length of English speech and all electrodes combined.

Background

TTS
However, sometimes it sounds 
unnatural.

Therefore, it needs evaluation.

Despite of the speed, the relation
between acoustic features and 
human perception is yet to be 
understood[2].

However, not only it is time 
consuming, but also only provides 
overall impression[1].

However, all of the 
aforementioned 
subjective evaluation 
approaches use full 
length of the speech.

1. Are there any electrodes that show difference in activity when listening to different 
types of synthesized speech quality?

2. How fast human brain can notice the difference between synthesized speech quality?
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Results

Figures of Fisher score result between natural and each synthesized speech type in alpha band.

EEG topology 
used in this 

study

The Mean Opinion 
Score from 10 

subjects

• Left parietal and occipital electrodes show small but different neural 
activities between 300ms and 700ms.

• However, the largest difference happens right after 1000ms until 3000ms.

Conclusion
• The result shows how fast human brain can distinguish the difference 

between natural and each synthesized speech in short time.
• It needs further evaluation whether human can notice the quality 

difference between all speech types with total random order.
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Method

Fisher score of 𝑗th feature can be calculated as:

53 Japanese sentences are 
prepared. Each sentence 
has original record and 4 

synthesized types.

10

Record EEG while listening the speech

10

Listen to the speech and give score 1~5

Figure of stimuli presentation during EEG recording

The recorded EEG then 
preprocessed and analyzed using 

generalized Fisher score[4].

The collected opinion score from 
10 people then averaged and used 

as the baseline.

𝐹 𝑥 =
∑ 𝑛 (𝜇 − 𝜇 )

(𝜎 )

Where (𝜎 ) = ∑ 𝑛 (𝜎 ) .

Let 𝜎 and 𝜇 be the standard 
deviation and mean of 𝑘th class. 

Let 𝜇 and 𝜎 be the mean and 
standard deviation of the whole 
dataset corresponding to the 𝑗th

feature.

In this research, we want to see 
how human brain reacts towards 

different synthesized speech 
quality given that they already 

know how the original sounds like.

Using almost the same scenario, we tried to find out if the difference in speech quality can be seen at the 
beginning of the stimuli in certain electrodes.


